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Chicago Blues
Captivated by the
potential of this
historic brownstone,
a couple play all
the right notes
in bringing it back
to life.
written By Kelly Roberson
Photography By James Yochum
Produced By Gisela Rose

opposite Classic materials—here,
a sisal rug—were combined with
unexpected elements such as a
zebra-pattern area rug. Camel and
tan provide a rich backdrop to the
blue-dominated color scheme.
this photo The brownstone is in the
heart of downtown Chicago, minutes
from a beach and a zoo.
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Right White
The walls’ creamy
linen-white color,
chosen by the
designers, keeps
the blue-based
color scheme from
feeling too nautical
or overly masculine.
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By all accounts, David Adler shouldn’t have made a lasting
mark on the world of residential architecture. A so-so student
who never pursued an advanced degree, Adler started his practice in Chicago in 1917 and didn’t obtain a professional license
until 1929.
While he wasn’t a superstar scholar, Adler had an exquisite
eye for detail and enthusiastically embraced the decorative arts.
He became a sought-after and beloved designer, putting his
stamp on homes and estates across the country, most notably
Castle Hill, a 59-room mansion in Ipswich, Massachusetts.
While Adler received a measure of long-lasting fame from his
more public commissions, he also left his mark on smaller renovation projects in the Chicago region. In the 1930s, his work
included the redo of a Georgian Revival townhouse—a stately
residence to which he added pretty moldings and mantels, a
sweeping staircase, and a library lined with knotty pine bookshelves—in the city’s tony Gold Coast neighborhood. When the
current owners, a couple with two small children and a third on

the way, purchased it in 2007, the home appeared much as
it did when Adler finished his phase of the work on it. “It
has some of his signature design elements,” says interior
designer Sophie Eldred. “Any person who is familiar with
Adler would know at a glance that the home was a project
of his.”
Even though the home had been meticulously cared
for by previous owners, after nearly 100 years the inside
facade needed a good polish. Eldred and interior designer
Above left The living room introduces the owners’ personality
and style, with warm and welcoming colors and materials including
glass and leather. The owners’ collection of artwork, some assembled
on their travels, is displayed alongside the porcelain.
above right The staircase, a striking design feature typical of architect
David Adler, was given a meticulous coat of paint and an updated
runner in a medallion-and-trellis pattern designed by the celebrated
British designer David Hockney.
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Color Palette

Rarely is a homeowner so devoted—and
rigorous—about color selection, but blue,
taken from the hue found in a family
collection of Royal Copenhagen porcelain,
is the one constant in this home.

Soothing and Subtle
The shade varies from a lighter periwinkle
in bedrooms to deep royal on the upholstered walls in the dining room. Fabrics,
accents, and upholstery in white, camel,
and a rich tan add warm accents, as do the
deeply stained tones of the classic furniture
pieces throughout.

LEFT The turned legs of a console table in
the dining room maintain the traditional feel
established with the rest of the room’s furniture.
Upholstered wall treatments—here, a linen delft
Clarence House fabric, for example—keep the
home’s interior style equal parts classic and
urban elegance.

Donna Aylesworth went through spaces with a fine-tooth
comb, reviewing what to keep, tweak, and renovate. “The
owners are both successful and active in the community,
but they come from large families and grew up in older
homes,” Eldred says. “They wanted a home that they
could live in and love, that was beautiful and reflected
their personalities.”
Because the couple had already embraced the home’s
original fittings, they felt no push to change what didn’t
need fixing. From top to bottom, three levels of newly
waxed floors and meticulously painted trimwork and walls
added a well-scrubbed sheen. With the exception of minor tile repair and reporcelainized fixtures, the bathrooms
were otherwise left untouched.
The room that underwent the most upheaval—the
kitchen, last renovated in the 1970s—was the one space
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that felt out of place with the rest of the home. Aylesworth
and Eldred enclosed an adjoining patio to double the
kitchen’s size, replaced and enlarged a staircase down to a
lower-level play space, and added a new stairway leading
to an elegantly revamped patio atop the garage.
The new kitchen’s classically styled white cabinets,
marble countertops, and light fixtures feel very much in
sync with the rest of the home, as does the relandscaped
outdoor space. “The whole back of the house now is open
and light,” Eldred says.
The home is only a short walk from some of the city’s
most notable parks and outdoor areas, so the new patio
serves instead as the family’s private outdoor living space.
Trellising adds a sense of seclusion without obscuring the
view of Chicago’s signature skyline, and the seating and
dining combine to form a comfortable and spacious area
RemodelingCenter.com

Finishing
Touches
Finishes, including
gilded shelves and a
multitier chandelier
with rock crystal
propel light among
the dining room’s
dark tones.

BEFORE

Bold Blue
White ceiling trim
reflects light into
the breakfast area,
where neutral colors
and dark woods
ground the
chairs’ bold yet
calming fabric.

RemodelingCenter.com

BEFORE

top The owners replaced the kitchen’s old floor-to-ceiling windows
and cabinetry, which were out of pace with the historical sensibility
of the rest of the residence. They enclosed a patio to increase the
room’s square footage.
left The owners gutted the existing kitchen. New white cabinets
join white Calcutta marble on the countertops, backsplashes, and
a restaurant-style table that acts as an island. A herringbonepattern wood floor heightens the style.

Find slideshows on additional kitchen renovations
at KitchenBathIdeas.com.
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Cozy Outside
Among its urban
surroundings, the
outdoor living area
is soft, private, and
inviting. Mimicking
interior colors adds
a sense of continuity
and familiarity.

Voice of Experience

The new owners of this Chicago gem are traditionalists, so they
wanted to respect the architecture, but they also wanted to keep
it young to reflect their growing family. With four little kids and
a dog, they are used to controlled chaos, but they enjoy beautiful
surroundings, too. They played up the mainstay colors of blue
and white, and paid attention to the classics. Especially through
specific tones and hues, they used the color scheme to enliven
spaces and keep them from feeling too dated. The house is bright
and open, with floor-to-ceiling windows in many of the rooms,
and the colors serve to brighten the rooms, too. In addition, the
owners like to personalize every room. They did that by choosing
luxurious materials, unique prints such as a tree of life pattern and
toiles, and monogramming.

The patio includes a dining space with seating for six; the
color scheme extends to the outdoor fabrics and the plants, which
provide blooms all in white.
left The owners rebuilt the exterior patio above the garage,
naturally extending the interior’s style. The fountain, in addition
to separating the living and dining spaces, creates a soothing
background sound that masks the noise of downtown Chicago
street traffic.
above
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Mixing Blues
For a child’s bedroom,
subtle variations
of blue in the
wallpaper, rug, and
embroidery create a
light mood.

The owners retained
the original fixtures in the
bathrooms, fixing the porcelain
and tiles when needed. In this
master bathroom, new medicine
cabinets, lighting, and wallpaper
blend in gracefully.

above

for family gatherings and entertaining. Even the color
choices—blues and whites—are pulled from the interiors.
Here, the designers and owners focused on creating continuity with color—blue and white inspired by a collection
of porcelain and accented with tan and camel—and pattern, a carefully curated selection of classic materials and
prints including mohair, silk, toiles, and stripes. The look
is tailored but not stodgy, classic without the usual fuss.
It’s a balance that’s equal parts masculine and feminine:
silk chinoiserie wallpaper and upholstered walls; sea-grass
floor coverings and blue, white, and camel rugs.
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“It’s so inviting and warm in the home,” Eldred says.
“They know what they like and what they are comfortable
with,” she says of the owners. “They are traditionalists who
every once in a while like to challenge themselves.”
For the burgeoning family, which recently welcomed
baby No. 4, the home has readily embraced the daily
rhythms of 21st-century life. “When you walk in, you get
a sense of a couple who appreciate history,” Eldred says.
“They value and love their home and put their hearts
into it.”
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The Plans, Before & After
To boost space in the cramped kitchen, the designers
enclosed a patio, adding the square feet to the room.
Interior staircases and a terrace were also revamped,
but otherwise the original Georgian Revival home
was preserved.

before
A patio was
awkwardly placed,
cutting off the
kitchen from the
rest of the home’s
gathering spaces.

bedroom
patio

Several openings
leading in and out
of the living room
created awkward
circulation.

kit

master
bedroom
dining
study

UPPER LEVEL

A narrow spiral
staircase from the
back of the kitchen
to the upper-level
landing felt rickety
and cramped.

living
Foyer
MAIN LEVEL

after
The patio was
enclosed to expand
the kitchen. A new
patio is at the top of
the stairs above the
garage.
A sitting area
replaced a
superfluous spiral
staircase that
connected the three
levels (top level not
shown here).

bedroom
breakfast
master
bedroom

kit
dining

UPPER LEVEL
study

A back interior
staircase was
reconfigured and
expanded.

living

MAIN LEVEL

foyer

5,091 square feet, including top level (not shown here)
Interior Designers donna aylesworth and Sophie eldred
kitchen designer jean stoffer kitchen architect tom scesniak LANDSCAPE design william heffernan landscapes
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